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ICAI members in Asia Paciﬁc invite you to
participate in the ICAI APRC being held
NOV.10-18, 2018.
Welcome to the beautiful islands of Taiwan!
ICA Taiwan extends their heartfelt invitation
to explore, participate, facilitate as necessary,
so be prepared to be surprised, and have fun!
The ICAI APRC has three parts in four events,
1. A 3 Days Pre-Conference :
Community Resilience Dialogue
2. A 3 days ICA Asia Paciﬁc Regional meeting:
Innovation, Creativity, and Action
3. A 1 day Open Space :
Expanding and Adapting Technology of
Participation Asia
4. A 2 days advanced training :
The Spirit of Facilitation

Nov. 9th - 12th
Three Community Resilience Dialogues

Nov. 13th - 15th
ICA Asia Paciﬁc Meeting:
Innovation - Creativity - Action

Nov. 16th
Open Space: Expanding and Adapting
ToP in Asia, and Greater China

All are invited to attend 1, 2, 3, or all 4 events.
These programs are cost covering events with
no fees being paid to any of the facilitators
except for the Spirit of Facilitation. Therefore
the cost for each event is based on actual

Nov. 17th -18th
Spirit of Facilitation Advanced Training
Workshop



     
ICA Taiwan invites you to the APRC pre-conference which will showcase 3 innovative collaborations among
community initiatives. Participants will have the opportunity to attend one of the three sessions.
Although each session will have a diﬀerent content focus, the ﬂow of the three days will be similar.
During the three days participants will :
Learn about the local initiative and share your experiences in this arena → Work with a team to co-design a
facilitated session → Co-facilitate or participate in the session to help the initative move forward → Harvest
lessons learnings and next steps → Create a report for the APRC conference and think through implications
for your work.

Taipei 台北
Tainan 台南

Social Impact of Educator as Social
Pioneers
Learn about and participate in the collaboration
between rural Sirayian tribe elementary schools
and schools using an Expermental Education model.
The schools aim to expand the experiential learning,
inquiry base, self directed learning movement of
students through image change, innovative pedagogy,
and restorative processes.
The collaboration aims to highlight the beneﬁts of
exchange between rural-urban place based educators.

Fee : NTD. 5,000 (USD 150)

Sustaining NonProﬁts in an
Unsustainable World

Going from passion to sustainability while keeping
your mission alive is tough. Get involved in the
conversation as we create new solutions for social
enterprise, in the midst of a for proﬁt world.
Participants already include members of ICA Taiwan
Brains on the Beach and Red Room Taipei.

Fee : NTD. 3,200 (USD 100)

(does not include breakfast, housing, travel to Taipei.
Housing fee is minimum USD 50 per night)
Taoyuan
International
Aiport

Taipei

(Includes all costs share housing, does not include
travel to Tainan)

Tainan

Hualien
Hualien 花蓮

Social Participatory Community Development

The detailed description of costs/sites will be
posted on the website soon. Pre-conference
attendees must arrive on Nov. 9th.

Come learn about the collaborative eﬀorts between Social
Participation Oﬃce at National Dong Hwa University and several
local community projects to extend the impact of University’s Social
Responsibility eﬀorts through social engagement.
Emphasis will be placed on working with students faculties and local
residents on service design thinking, participatory skills, dialogue,
and life skills for self-reliance for their community project work; with
support from C.P. Yen Foundation, ICA Taiwan, and other volunteer
eﬀorts.
Fee : NTD. 5,000 (USD 150)
(Includes share hou5sing and food cost, does not include travel
to Hualien.)

Nov. 13th - 15th
ICAI AP Regional Meeting @ Tainan

Nov. 17th - 18th
Spirit of Facilitation @ Taipei

(Arrival 12th evening, Departure 16th morning)

The Spirit of Facilitation (SOF) is designed for
people who have previously attended ICA or
other facilitation courses and have some
experience using their facilitation skills in their
work, in relationships and in other organizational
interactions. As a person gains competency and
experience in basic facilitative methods (whether
in group setting or one-to-one as in coaching or
mentoring), what does he/she need in order to
more eﬀectively recognize and tap into spirit for
authenticity, high performance and productivity?

This ICAI annual interchange is for representatives
from ICA related organizations in Asia Paciﬁc :
ICA India, ICA Nepal, ICA Bangladesh, ICA Japan,
ICA Taiwan, ICA Australia and including Associate
members ORP Korea, ICAA Philippines, HRDI India
and Leadership. China. Other ICA’s from across
the globe are also invited to come.
This year’s design : Innovation, Creativity, Action is
still being developed. The current areas of focus
are :Community Development, ToP Policy
Implementation, Education Methods, Climate
Change, ICA Sustainability.This will be held in
Tainan at the Jianan Water Conservancy.
Fee : NTD. 9,000 (USD 330)

(Includes twin housing with meals and snacks,
does not include travel to Tainan or to Taipei)

We will reﬂect on the importance of context,
intention, values and purpose. The discipline and
stance of “Yes,” being open to facilitating what is
happening, rather than what I think should be
happening emerges.
We hope you will join us for this interactive
learning experience.
Fee : NTD. 12,000 (USD 440)

(Include lunch and snacks, does not including
housing, breakfast or dinner)

Nov. 16th
OpenSpace on ToP Asia @ Taipei
Addressing Issues and Opportunities for Expanding and Adapting ICA Technology of Participation
(ToP) in Asia and Greater China. This is an opportunity for the group to explore what is happening,
what is needed and what projects and processes
to take forward.
Open Space Technology helps individuals and
groups become more eﬀective in their work
environment. OST captures the knowledge,
experience, and innovation of individuals and
then invites them to work together toward
implementation.
Fee : NTD. 1,500 (USD 55)

(Include lunch and snacks, does not including
housing, breakfast, or dinner)

Contact us
The Institute of Cultural Aﬀairs
icamail@icatw.com
+886-2-2871-3150
3/F, No. 12, Lane 5, Tien Mou West Road,
Taipei 11156, Taiwan

